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EDITORS NOTE
The NBU revolution is a covert one, a
revolution against the ballot box. We

plan to stand members as
'independent candidates' in all elections.
Our members will concentrate on local

issues free from the
dead hand of political party rule. We will

target the political elite and expose
their corruption and lies

under our slogan 'People not politicians'.
No need to strut the political stage

sporting a colourful rosette
making you a target of the Marxist

liberal scum.
The NBU will assist all our candidates

with leaflet design and electoral
paperwork etc, we will advise on
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Parish and community councils as well as
County Council elections. This will be

done however in the
background leaving our candidates free
to campaign openly without the lefts

usual attacks and
accusations of being racist Nazis etc.
Each candidate will concentrate on an

issue that effects their
personal community appealing to the 60-

70% of people who no longer vote for
any political party in

local elections.
We already have one County Councillor
elected as an independent who is busy

throwing a spanner in
the works along with numerous members
sitting on parish councils. When the time

is right and we have
hundreds of local councillors we will
declare en-masse for NBU and British

Fascism sending a huge
shockwave through the establishment.

We will present to the public a
movement that already has

hundreds of members elected and which
is ready for the next step, a

parliamentary 

seat!
The next phase is for us to identify our

members willing to stand in their
communities as 'independent

candidates', people not politicians! We
will build a candidate file and ensure

you get all the information
and help you need to stand in your area.
This then is the NBU 'Quiet revolution',
no fuss, no confrontation, no demos or

marches just decent
people working to save their country.

Gary Raikes
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BRITISH
NATIONAL
SOCIALISM

A LONG
TRADITION -

THE 1930's TO
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THE PRESENT
DAY

National Socialism has been an element
of British politics since the beginning of

the 1930's and has evolved and
developed over the decades. While the
German National Socialists of the NSDAP

provided the model, British National
Socialism retained its own unique style
and form of expression, reflecting the
differences in national character and
interpretation of National Socialist

ideology.

The Imperial Fascist League
1929 - 1940

Founded in 1929 by Arnold Leese, based
on the principle of 'racial Facism' rather

than total National Socialism. Leese
adopted the swastika after initially using

the fasces as the IFL symbol.
The IFL developed strong links with the
NSDAP in Germany across the 1930's,

particularly with Gauleiter Julius
Streicher and his newspaper 'Der

Sturmer'.
However Arnold Leese remained

steadfastly British in his outlook and
retained this position after 1945 up to

his death in the 1950's.
The British Union of Fascists and

National 

Socialists
In 1936, Sir Oswald Mosley expanded the
name of the British Union of Fascists to

incorporate the growing body of
British National Socialists within the

ranks of the BUF.

The National Socialist League
1937 - 1940

Founded by William Joyce,  John
Beckett and  John Macnab after William

Joyce was dismissed from his staff
position in the BUF. The NSL had a small

office in London and produced a
newspaper called 'The Helmsman', as

well as booklets and pamphlets written
by William Joyce.

The NSL motto was 'Steer Straight!'
Surprisingly the NSL did not use the

swastika as its primary emblem.

There were other smaller and short-lived
National Socialist groupings across the
1930's, usually composed of disaffected
BUF supporters or pro-NSDAP elements
in Britain who disagreed on ideology or

strategy with Sir Oswald Mosley and
Arnold Leese.

The National Socialist Movement
1962 - 1968

Founded by Colin Jordan and John
Tyndall in April 1962, after the split in
the original British National Party. The
core group of the NSM was originally
centred around the Spearhead cadre
that had resigned en masse from the
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BNP.
Overtly National Socialist, and based at

'Arnold Leese House' - 74 Princedale
Road, London.

Gained notoriety for the July 1962
Trafalgar Square rally, the Cotswold

camp which saw the emergence of the
WUNS - World Union of National

Socialists and the Spearhead Trial, 1962.
The NSM brought the swastika back onto 

British streets and generated a huge
amount of media interest across its

lifetime, far beyond its size and impact.

British Movement
1968 - present day

Founded by Colin Jordan after the
winding down of the NSM in May 1968.

British Movement was formally launched
in the June/July period of the Summer

of 1968.
A small faction of the NSM declined to

join BM and re-formed as the short-lived
NSG - the National Socialist Group.

Colin Jordan resigned from BM in 1975
and was succeeded by the BM National
Secretary Michael McLaughlin, who led

BM until the September of 1983.
***

Contrary to what is listed on Wikipedia
and similar information services and in
some political reference books, BM did
not fold or disband, but the surviving
elements re-grouped around the '1984
Committee' which re-set BM's agenda

and directed the re-organisation of BM
and the official core group British

National Socialist Movement (BNSM) up
to the present day.

Other British NS groups
There have been other short lived NS

groups in the UK since the middle of the

1980's, some have been serious attempts
at developing an openly National

Socialist organisations, others have been
more concerned with the shock value of

the swastika and the desire of
individuals to dress up in 'Hollywood

nazi' style uniforms.
In no particular order and with no

specific attribution of intent or agenda
these groups have included;

NSPUK, National Socialist Alliance
(linked to Combat 18), National

Socialist Movement (1990's version),
November 9th Society - British Nazi

Party, NSM Britannia (linked to NSM in
the USA).
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YOUR SAY
Friends, Family, and Comrades --

  Just a quick note, to wish you all a
happy holiday season, by whatever

name.

  Many of you know, I've had a rather
rough 2019, wot with health aggro and
all.  But I'm feeling better in some ways
(worse in others, but whaddafork, it's a
trade-off, y'know?)  Any real advances

have been due to my own esoteric
practices, more than "conventional

medicine."  I remain a solid advocate of
the Sacred Herb, and am not slow to

dispense the benefit of my wisdom when
I hear some stupid nonsense going on,

via 420 Intel or other channels.

  Beyond that, however, I'm pretty quiet
these days.  (Well, by comparison.) 

After the mild stroke, doctors told me
"no work, and lots of rest."  For once, I'll

listen to 'em.  All publications and
writing for same -- The New

Thunderbolt, White Voice, Veritas, Lone
Wolf, and Vrilya Citizen -- have

stopped.  I've said what I had to say.  In
many cases, it's been an exercise in

screaming at the wall; I've stopped doing
that.  Now I'll retire to being a cranky ol'
hermit, a solitary by nature, just lookin'

after myself and my animal friends.

  And speaking of them -- Bandit the
Rock n Roll Wonder Dog is a little old guy
now, as happy and comfortable as I can
make him; I can only guess at his age, at

least ten and probably more; so he
spends a lot of time taking naps, a

philosophy I can relate to.  And, Tigger
the Birthday Cat (a birthday prezzie

from my dear Maria) is 2-1/2 years old
now, hard to believe.  Like many cats,

by day he usually cops an attitude ("You
do not have permission to approach THE
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CAT") and by night he's all snuggly,
though how one 

little cat can manage to take up most of
a double bed, I haven't quite figured out

yet ...

  Enough rambling chatter for now --
you're busy, I know!  I, delightfully less
so.  But I'll repeat, have a terrific Yule

holiday, by whatever name and for
whatever reason.  Celebrating is good. 

Trust me on that, I've done a fair amount
of it in my time!  ;)

SETH TRYSSEN
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HALFBREEDS AND THE FUTURE

In Canada, a recent survey found that
only 15% of Euro-Canadians would not

interbreed with blacks, browns, yellows
or reds. That means that 85% would.

That is exactly what the Semitic cultural
Marxists were hoping for when they set

out to de-stabilize the West ninety-three
years ago.

Within a few decades, it is estimated
that between 15% and 20% of the

population of Canada will be mixed
race. Why is that? Cultural Marxism

requires that everyone be brought down
to the lowest common denominator. No

white population can be allowed to exist
outside of that Marxist principle. An

homogeneous mixed race population is
easier to rule than a population of white

Europeans. 

The semitic war against the West and
western cultures is being lost because
Euro-Canadians have lost respect for
their own culture and race. All their

lives, the schools and universities have
taught them that they are racists if they
respect and nurture their own culture

and race.

David Clarke
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CHAPTER 3 
(PART 1)

SIR OSWALD MOSLEY LEADER OF THE
BRITISH UNION OF FASCISTS

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT & THE MOSLEYS

(Photograph 1926, Florida, Mosley and
his first wife Lady Cynthia Curzon)
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OSWALD MOSLEY'S BLACKSHIRT PORTRAIT

Oswald Mosley was an accomplished
fencer and light heavyweight boxer. The
tunic he is wearing in this photograph is
the source for the later Blackshirt tunic.
Fencing was taught at Black House, the

headquarters of the B.U.F., as it
encouraged both flexibility and quick
reaction to an opponent's movements.
This was a useful skill in the fighting

with Reds and Jews.
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MOSLEY IN 16TH QUEEN'S LANSERS
UNIFORM

Mosley consistently worked to keep
Britain out of a new World War. He had

served in the trenches in the First World
War and also in the Royal Flying Corps

until receiving a leg injury during a crash
landing while showing off to his family.
He was returned to the trenches before

his wounds were healed. He passed out
from pain while at his post during the

Battle of Loos and was transferred to a
desk job for the rest of the war. Over

1800 Blackshirts fought for Britain during
the Second World War.  Two non-

participatory Division III Blackshirts,
twenty year old Ken Day and twenty-two
year old George Brocking, both Royal Air
Force ground crew acting as volunteer
air gunners in an attack on the German
fleet in the Kiel Canal, were two of ten
airmen aboard the first British aircraft

shot down in the war. 

Ken Day was given a full military funeral
by the Luftwaffe, Brocking's body was

never recovered. [...] many British
Union of Fascist Party members were
killed in action during the "Brothers

War".1

FIRST TRAFALGAR SQUARE RALLY
LONDON

1http://bills-bunker.de/63090.html. Consulted 18/12/2017.
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The first speech by Mosley was given on
October 15, 1932, in Trafalgar Square.

Note that the Blackshirt guards are
wearing grey trousers. This is prior to

the adoption of the fully black uniform. 

FIRST MARCH THROUGH LONDON, JULY
11, 1933

BRITISH UNION OF FASCISTS PINS, 1932 -
1940

From left to right:

Row 1
First Type party badge, third Type BU

party badge, silver buckle fasces, flash
and circle buckle centre, silver buckle
fasces, Type 2 BUF party badge, first

Type party badge
Row 2
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7 mm flash and circle, circle and flash
pin, FUBW pin, 1938 Bromley BUF
campaign "Mind Britain's Business"

button, 7 mm flash and circle
Row 3

1 inch flash and circle pin, small enamel
F & C pin, For Merit pin, For Service pin,
For Service Badge, 23 mm Action Tunic

large flash button, 1 inch F & C pin
Row 4

1 Squad pin, Earls Court 1939 favour,
possibly True till Death pin, 2 Earl's Court
Stewards' buttons, womens' enamel F &
C pin, below is an alternate F & C design

pin, and a mid-size F & C cutout pin
Row 5

Silver 'Our Leader' pin, prototype
unissued BUF pin, 3 Earl's Court

Stewards' pins, first type party badge,
bronze tone 'Our Leader' pin.   

CLOSE-UP OF EARL'S COURT PAPER PIN

FLASH AND CIRCLE BELT BUCKLE
ATTACHMENT

This example of the post-1936 buckle
centre is nickel plated whereas Mosley's
personal buckles had silver adornments.
After the banning of the uniforms, many
B.U.F. members took the fasces off of
their buckles and replaced them with

the flash and circle centre piece.

POST-WAR FAKE BUCKLE
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This buckle,
which was offered
as an original, is

actually
completely

incorrect. The
back plate is curved when it should be

flat. The flash is bolted on when it
should be pinned. The flash does not sit

flat on the back plate and the belt is
assembled in the reverse of what it

should be.

DISTINCTION AWARDS

There were a number of distinction
awards that Mosley personally presented

at annual conventions. These were
accompanied by a signed certificate

from the Assistant Director General of
the B.U.F.

STEEL 'TRUE TILL DEATH' DISTINCTION
AWARD

There were two variations of the above
distinction award. Silver plated steel
with the red enamel banner as shown
above and the variant containing the

words "FOR SERVICE". The latter usually
has the maker's identification of;

"Roden, 5 Hatton Gardens, London, E.C."
 

It is believed that the award pins are
about 19 mm wide exclusive of the

banner. These came in various grades:
Gold with a yellow enamel banner
having the words "FOR MERIT". The

bronze distinction award was exactly the
same but made out of a bronze metal.
The steel award as is shown above in
two variations, and the white metal

award was silver plated bronze with a
violet blue enamel banner with the

words "FOR SERVICE". 

BUF FLASHES AND CLOTH BADGES
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From left to right:

Row 1
Supporter pennant lapel badge, rank
flash in lemon yellow, swimsuit flash,
inverted rank flash, Steward's badge

Row 2
Fascist Union of British Workers cloth
badge, Blackshirt uniform gold wire
party badge, inverted rank flash,
Blackshirt uniform gold wire party

badge, optional Blackshirt other ranks
British flag left chest badge. It is not

known why there are flash badges that
break in different directions, but there
does not appear to be any significance

to that oddity.

Row 3
Section Leader rank badge, Section

Leader badge, Sub-company officer rank
badge. 

MENS' RANK BADGES, OCTOBER 1933 to
1935

Initially, officers were to wear specific
coloured flashes on the left chest of the
fencing tunic, e.g., a red flash, as shown
below represented a Senior Staff Officer.
These were worn at an extreme angle as

shown below.
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A yellow flash was for a Staff Officer.
Blue represented a Deputy Staff Officer.
White was for an Administrative Officer.
Green represented a Branch Organizer

and mauve a Propaganda Officer. 

Below those ranks inverted chevrons
were 

worn on the left upper arm above where
the armband would sit. Three inverted
chevrons (seen in the next photograph)
represented a Senior Unit Leader in the
Defence Force and two, a Unit Leader of

the Defence Force.

THREE CHEVRONS2

A Unit consisted of 9 men led by a Unit
Leader, three units was a section led by
a Section Leader. A Section was thirty-

one men including the leaders. An
unknown number of Sections formed a
company. A branch had to have at least

30 members to be recognized by
national headquarters. Beyond these few

organizational items the organization
and workings of the B.U.F. are lost to

history.

2Mosley's Men In Black Addendum. By John Millican. 
Publ. 2016 Brockingday Publ. No pagination.  

What is the
Fascist opinion

of British
democracy? 

To answer this question, we must
consider democracy in terms of its ends
(what it aims to achieve) and its means
(the system through which it hopes to
actualise those aims). It seems to us
perfectly clear that the aim of our

democracy is to implement the wishes of
the British people into the nation’s
political model. We wholeheartedly

support this desire, deeming opposition
to this aim to be an act of treason
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against the British people, and thus a
great deal of our efforts have been

directed into defining mechanisms that
may facilitate this goal. However, the
current means of our democracy – the

system through which the voice of
Britain is supposed to be heard, and
thereafter acted upon – is woefully

inadequate, and fails to realise its own
goals. There are two primary reasons for

this failing: firstly, the necessity of
political parties to secure a great

magnitude of funding in order to finance
the propagation of their ideologies. The
result of this is the obligation of political
powers to prioritise fulfilling the needs
of their financiers above fulfilling the
needs of the masses who  issued their
mandate to govern. If Governmental

attention is diverted towards some such
sectional interest, instead of its own

people, then this is an absolute injustice
that must certainly be rectified if true

democracy is to exist. The second
significant contributive factor to the

failings of our current 

democratic system is the role of the
press. The function of Britain’s news
companies should be, in the ideal, to
provide the masses with a source of
unbiased, objective facts regarding

world affairs from which the masses may
then form their world-views. Instead,

the current British press serves as
nothing more than a vehicle through
which the political agendas of a small

group of multi-millionaires are
propagated. Rather than enabling the

British people to forge their own
opinions by presenting them with a solid

base of facts, the press in Britain today
prefer to dictate to the masses the

opinions they should hold dear, and the
opinions they should abhor, often relying

on a tirade of bias and falsehood to
secure their success in this pursuit. The
result of this is that the nature political

discourse is determined by a small
number of rich individuals, rather than

by the nation as a whole.

GARY RAIKES LEADER NBU 
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GARGA
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